In this paper we introduce a new model for compact routing called Compact-Port model. It is based on routing tables having a different structure with respect to the previous schemes and it gives a new way of succinctly representing the shortest paths information in interconnection networks. Although we combine it with Interval Routing, it is orthogonal to the known compact routing methods like Prefix Routing, Boolean Routing, Multi-dimensional Interval Routing, and so forth. We first show that there are situations in which the Compact-Port model significantly outperforms the classical Interval Routing. Moreover, we give applications to an interesting family of graphs called distance-hereditary, for which compact routing methods are still not known. Such a class of graphs has the desiderable property that whenever any subset of node fails the distance between the nodes which are still connected remains the same. Finally, we introduce and discuss another compact-port model, called Intersection model, that corresponds to a slightly different structure of the routing table and has similar properties.
INTRODUCTION
Compact routing methods have been introduced for the succinct distributed representation of the shortest path information in interconnection networks, so as to minimize the memory requirements at the various processors.
Many different models have been introduced, like Interval Routing [26, 27, 28] , Prefix Routing [1] , Boolean Routing [11] and Multi-Dimensional Interval Routing [12] .
The related results have emphasized that compact routing seems effective for networks having particular regularities. In fact, it improves with respect to the trivial solution of storing, at each node Ú, a complete routing table which specifies, for each destination Ù, one incident link belonging to a shortest path between Ù and Ú. On the contrary, when no specific assumption about the network topology is made, the schemes in general do not significantly reduce the space requirements [15, 16, 19, 20, 24] .
In the fundamental model, Interval Routing [26, 27, 28] , suitable labels are assigned to nodes and links. Node labels belong to the set ½ Ò , while link labels are pairs of node labels representing intervals of ½ Ò℄. To send a message Ñ from a source Ù to a destination Ú, Ñ is transmitted by Ù on a link Ù Û such that the label of Ú belongs to the interval associated with . As shown in [26, 27, 28] , Interval Routing can be applied to route messages along shortest paths on particular network topologies, such as trees, rings, etc.
In order to enable shortest path routing for every network, in [28] the model has been extended to allow more than ½ interval to be associated with each link; in particular, a ¾-IRS, i.e. a scheme associating at most ¾ intervals per link, is proposed for ¾-dimensional tori.
Other characterization and computational complexity results related to -IRS and compact routing schemes can be found in [9, 13, 15, 17, 20, 24] (see [18] for a survey).
In this paper we introduce a new compact routing model that can be exploited to improve the space requirements in the full shortest path information case. It is called Compact-Port and consists in modifying the structure of the routing tables of the classical schemes in such a way that each entry corresponds to a subset of ports (instead of just one) and a subset of destination nodes, so that the proper shortest path routing information is represented. The model thus defined is orthogonal to the previous routing schemes, as it can be used with any of the classical compact routing methods as well to succinctly represent the ports and node subsets associated to each entry. To our opinion this is actually a more natural view of full information compact routing schemes, that was lost by the previous extensions of the single shortest path schemes.
Using Compact-Port with Interval Routing, we show that there are cases in which the model performs significantly better than the standard -IRS, saving an amount of space per node of an ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ multiplicative factor, where Ò is the number of nodes (from now on all logarithms are assumed in base ¾).
Moreover, the Compact-Port model can be successfully exploited to compress the routing information in distance-hereditary graphs [23] , for which compact routing methods are still not known. Such a family of graphs has the remarkable property that upon any number of node failures the distance between the nodes which are still connected remains the same. Examples of topologies belonging to this class are trees, complete graphs, -partite complete graphs, block graphs, -stratified graphs, cographs, ptolemaic graphs, and´ ¾µ-chordal bipartite graphs [3] .
Several research efforts and results have been devoted to distance-hereditary graphs and their properties have been exploited in the design of interconnection network topologies [7, 10] . Moreover, they have been exploited for the efficient solution of many optimization problems [4, 5, 8, 25, 29] . A more detailed description and some characterization results concerning distance-hereditary graphs can be found in [2, 6, 22, 23] .
From a routing point of view, an interesting and nice effect of the properties of this class of graphs is that when nodes fail, locally at each remaining node the path selection can be done without affecting at all the routing procedure. In fact, if the destination node is not disconnected and not failed, a shortest path is always routed, since also the neighbors do not change their distances from the destination and shortest-path links remain on shortest paths in the subgraph induced by the not failed nodes. On the contrary, if the destination node is disconnected or failed, then a failure message can be reported at the sender by the first node that is not able to further forward the message, and the routing strategy simply stops. In fact, according to the structural properties of the graph, there cannot exist any other routing path successfully leading to the destination (this would imply modified distances between some not failed nodes). As a consequence, the standard trial-and-failure protocol in which, whenever a delivering error is communicated at the source, a different routing path is tried, is significantly simplified and more efficient.
Finally, we introduce and discuss another compact-port method, the Intersection model, that corresponds to a different correspondence between ports and destination subsets. Also for these schemes there are situations in which an ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ multiplicative saving of space can be obtained with respect to Interval Routing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the Compact-Port and Intersection models and give the necessary notation and definitions. Moreover we claim some useful properties that will be exploited in the sequel. In Section 3 we show the above mentioned example in which the Compact-Port model performs significantly better than Interval Routing. In Section 4 we show how Compact-Port Schemes can be successfully exploited to route messages on distance-hereditary graphs. Finally, in Section 5, we give some conclusive remarks.
THE COMPACT-PORT AND INTERSECTION MODELS
We model the network as an undirected connected weighted graph ´Î µ, with node set Î of cardinality Ò representing processors and edge set representing links. The weight function Û Ê · specifies the cost or communication time of traversing an edge.
Given a node Ù ¾ Î , every outgoing link ¾ can be accessed at Ù through a local port Ô´Ù µ. We denote as ÈÓÖØ Ù the set of ports of Ù and given any destination node Ú Ù, ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ is the subset of ports of Ù optimally leading to Ú, i.e. such that the associated outgoing links belong to a shortest path to Ú. Moreover, ×Ø Ù´Ô µ Î is the subset of all the destinations Ú ¾ Î optimally reachable at Ù through the port Ô ¾ ÈÓÖØ Ù . By definition ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ Ô ¾ ÈÓÖØ Ù Ú ¾ ×Ø Ù´Ô µ and ×Ø Ù´Ô µ Ú ¾ Î Ô ¾ ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ .
Each message has a header containing its destination address and as it reaches any given node it is either evicted from the network (if it has reached its final destination) or it is forwarded through an outgoing port. Such a port is determined starting from the destination address according to the local information stored at the node.
Before introducing the Compact-Port model, let us first briefly recall some basic definitions on Interval Routing.
Interval Routing.
In an Interval Routing Scheme (IRS) [26, 27, 28] Compact-Port Routing. The Compact-Port model corresponds to a new structure of the routing tables. The modified structure SRT´Ùµ ´È ½ ½ µ ´È µ of the table at node Ù ¾ Î is such that each È is a subset of ports of Ù and each is a subset of destinations. The table structure satisfies the following properties.
Notice that is always at least equal to the node degree, since for each neighbor Ú of Ù ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ Ô´Ù Ù Ú µ contains the only port corresponding to the link to Ú.
There are two extremal cases for the containment property ÔÖ¿. The former is when ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ È for each Ú ¾ and ½ , or analogously every entry È has an associated set containing all and only the nodes Ú ¾ Î such that ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ È (hence ½ form a partition of Î Ò Ù ). In the latter any entry È has an associated set containing all the possible nodes Ú ¾ Î such that ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ È . We call such cases minimal containment and maximal containment, respectively (see Figure 1) .
Clearly, according to the third property, the structure is not fixed, as a destination subset of entry can be modified including some destinations Ú ¾ Î such that ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ È .
As we will see, this gives more degrees of freedom in compacting the routing information while not augmenting the table lookup time.
In order to get a compact representation of the routing table, the Compact-Port model can use any of the standard methods to succinctly represent the ports and destination subsets associated to each entry.
If Interval Routing is used, then again each node Ù ¾ Î receives a unique integer label Ð´Ùµ in ½ Ò . Moreover, if Ù has degree , each port Ô ¾ ÈÓÖØ Ù receives a unique integer label Ð´Ù Ôµ from ½ . This labeling is local in the sense that it is exploited only by Ù and by no other node to locally represent subsets of output ports.
Denoted as Á´È µ and Á´ µ the minimum set of intervals needed to code respectively a subset of ports È and a subset of destination nodes , then the routing Concerning the table lookup time, in order to determine the subset of ports leading to a destination Ú from a sender Ù, directly from the definition it suffices to consider the subset of ports È in RT´Ùµ such that Ú ¾ and È is contained in all the other È ¼ with Ú ¾ ¼ .
Then, the required È is the set among such È ¼ s having smallest cardinality. Thus, at each table entry, the lookup time is dominated by the time required to check if Ú is contained in one of the at most ÒÓ intervals of Á´ µ. Therefore, provided that Ç´ µ, the table lookup globally takes the same asymptotic time of full shortest path information -IRS with ÒÓ . In fact, in order to determine all the optimal ports to the destination, they require to process all the edges, and for each edge to check the containment of the destination in one of the at most intervals.
Intersection Routing. The Compact-Port model discussed so far corresponds only to a given type of ports-destinations relationship, but other views are possible.
In fact, we can also define an Intersection model in which two subsets È and of a table entry contain only ports Ô and nodes Ú such that Ô reaches optimally Ú. The idea underlying the model is the following. At any node Ù ¾ Î , starting from the pairs´Ô Úµ such that Ô corresponds to a shortest path to Ú, the previous schemes grouped pairs with the same port maintaining port subsets of one element and putting in the destination subsets all the nodes associated to the port. An orthogonal approach could be the one of maintaining the destination subsets of cardinality one and gathering in a same port subset all the ports optimally leading to a given node, thus trying to compact the port subsets. Like classical schemes, also here we have a special case of the Intersection model. The Intersection Schemes maintain and extend both the two approaches by allowing simultaneously the grouping by ports and destinations. Denoted as ÔÓÖØ and ÒÓ the number of intervals sufficient to code ports and destination subsets for each entry, the amount of space required by the routing shortest path information -IRS with ÒÓ , as it still requires to check in the table entries the containment of the destination in the destination subsets. In fact, the subsets of all the ports optimally leading to a destination Ú is the union of all the port subsets È such that Ú ¾ .
The Intersection model has the nice property of being an extension of the classical schemes. In fact, by restricting it to routing tables in which each port subset È has cardinality one, we obtain the standard Interval routing.
Notice also that every Compact-Port Scheme defined satisfying the minimal containment property is also a special case of Intersection Scheme. The difference between the two models is in fact that while Compact-Port gives more degrees of freedom by allowing that Ú ¾ when ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ È , that is we insert Ú in , the Intersection maintains freedom by not forcing ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ to be a port subset in the table structure for each Ú ¾ Î .
A SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED CASE
In this section we show the existence for arbitrarily large values of Ò of graphs with Ò nodes in which every full shortest path information -IRS has ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ, while a Compact-Port Scheme exists with ÔÓÖØ ½, ÒÓ ¾ and . According to the space considerations of the previous section, this means that the amount of memory per node needed by the -IRS is order of Ò ÐÓ Ò times the one of the CompactPort Scheme.
The construction of our graphs is based on the following lemma. 
, where:
All the edges ¾ have Û´ µ ¾, while all the others have unitary weight. Informally, the graph Ð is formed by ¾Ð components, each consisting of a node Ù adjacent to Ú ½ Ú ¾ Ð , ½ ¾Ð. A node Ú is connected to all the Þ such that Å Ð ℄ ½, plus Þ if Å Ð ℄ ¼. Hence at Ù all the incident edges in ½ belong to a shortest path to all the Þ such that Å Ð ℄ ½, while the only shortest path to a node Þ such that Å Ð ℄ ¼ goes through Ù Ú .
As stated in the following theorem, no -IRS with low can exist for Ð . Proof. By the construction of Ð , for each Ù , ½ ¾Ð, each edge Ù Ú belongs to a shortest path to all the nodes Þ with Å Ð ℄ ½, plus eventually Þ if Å Ð ℄ ¼.
We
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the permutations of the rows of Å Ð and the labels assigned to the nodes Þ by the -IRS. Moreover, at Ù the intervals assigned to any port Ô´Ù Ù Ú µ such that Å Ð ℄ ½ correspond to the consecutive blocks of entries equal to ½ in the -th column of Å Ð , where the first and last row of Å Ð are considered adjacent (the labels are cyclically ordered). We now show that Compact-Port Schemes significantly outperform -IRS on Ð , as they require significantly lower space. port and node labeling, in RT´Ú µ all port subsets require one interval and all destination subsets at most two intervals. The number of entries in RT´Ú µ is equal to the degree of Ú .
Finally, the structure of the The theorem then follows observing that the´½ ¾µ-CPS represents all the shortest paths for each source-destination pair.
As a corollary of the above two theorems, it is possible to check that the actual saving of space in Ð due to Compact-Port Schemes is of an ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ multiplicative factor. In fact, Ð has´¾ Ð · ½µ¾Ð · ¾ Ð ¢´Ð¾ Ð µ nodes and, since the number of intervals in any -IRS is proportional to ¾ Ð , ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ.
Even if we do not prove it explicitly, it is possible to show that also in the Intersection model there are cases in which a similar result holds. In fact, by exploiting a similar graph, again we can achieve a multiplicative ª´Ò ÐÓ Òµ saving per node with respect to classical Interval Routing.
APPLICATIONS TO DISTANCE-HEREDITARY GRAPHS
In this section, we provide optimal Compact-Port Schemes for distance-hereditary graphs [23] . The remarkable property of this class of graphs is that every connected induced subgraph is isometric, that is the distance between any two nodes in the subgraph is equal to the one in the whole graph. Therefore, any connected induced subgraph of a distance-hereditary graph "inherits" its distance function from . By definition, the distance-hereditary property is hereditary itself, that is any induced subgraph of a distancehereditary graph is still a distance-hereditary graph.
One of the most popular characterizations of distance-hereditary graphs is based on onenode extension operations [2] . More precisely, let be a graph and Ù any node of ; the operations that can be applied to Ù to extend are the following: «: the operation «´Ù Úµ adds a new node Ú to and makes it adjacent to only Ù; ¬: the operation ¬´Ù Úµ adds a new node Ú to and makes it adjacent to every neighbor of Ù;
: the operation ´Ù Úµ adds a new node Ú to and makes it adjacent to Ù and to every neighbor of Ù;
A description of these operations can be found in Therefore, according the above theorem a generative sequence always exists for any given distance-hereditary graph, but it might not be unique.
The following two results state that in a distance-hereditary graph, for each node Ù of degree , the set of ports in the structure SRT´Ùµ forms a forest with respect to the set inclusion and, as a consequence, the number of entries of RT´Ùµ is bounded by ¾ ½. 
Proof.
Assume by contradiction that ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ ÈÓÖØ Ù´Û µ , ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ Ò ÈÓÖØ Ù´Û µ , and
Notice that Ú and Û are not adjacent to Ù, since otherwise ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ Ô´Ù Ù Ú µ and ÈÓÖØ Ù´Û µ Ô´Ù Ù Û µ , thus contradicting the hypothesis. Then, let Ú ¼¼ be a node adjacent to Ú ¼ and belonging to a shortest path from Ú ¼ to Ú (possibly Ú ¼¼ Ú) (see Figure 4) . Ú ¼¼ cannot be adjacent to Û ¼ (Û ¼ is not on a shortest path from Ù to Ú) and Ú ¼¼ is adjacent to Ù ¼ . In fact, assume by contradiction that Ú ¼¼ Ù ¼ ¾ and consider the subgraph ¼ induced by Ù, the nodes along a shortest path from Ú ¼ to Ú passing through Ú ¼¼ and the nodes along a shortest path between Ù ¼ and Ú. The distance ¼´Ù Ú ¼¼ µ is equal to ¾, whereas
Hence, there always exists a node Ú ¼¼ adjacent to Ú ¼ in a shortest path from Ú ¼ to Ú and a node Û ¼¼ in a shortest path from Û ¼ to Û (possibly Û ¼¼ Û), such that both Û ¼¼ and Ú ¼¼ are adjacent to Ù ¼ (hence ´Ú ¼¼ Û ¼¼ µ ¾), Ú ¼¼ is not adjacent to Û ¼ and Û ¼¼ is not adjacent to Ú ¼ (again see Figure 4) .
In fact, if
But this contradicts the hypothesis that is distance-hereditary, thus the lemma holds.
As a direct corollary, the number of entries in the routing table belonging to a node of degree is proportional to . Proof. Given a set È with elements, let us say that a subset È of ¾ È (the power set of È ) satisfies the forest inclusion property if any two elements of È are either disjoint or one of the two sets is contained in the other. It is sufficient to show that any subset È of ¾ È satisfying the forest inclusion property is such that È ¾ ½.
È can be viewed as a forest Ì with respect to the set inclusion: Ì contains one node for each element ¾ È and is the parent of in Ì if and only if is the smallest element of È containing .
Without loss of generality it is possible to assume that all the singletons Ü with Ü ¾ È and the set È belong to È, as otherwise they can be added to È obtaining a bigger set still satisfying the forest property. Then Ì is a rooted tree, with È as root and the singletons Ü as leaves.
Let us suppose that there exist internal nodes in Ì . By definition of È, each such an internal node ¾ È must have at least two children and hence degree ´ µ ¿, while the root È must have degree ´Èµ ¾. Since the total number of nodes and edges in Ì are · · ½ and · , respectively, we have The following theorem shows that Compact-Routing Schemes for distance-hereditary graphs require just one interval per port subset and one interval per destination subset for every routing 
The added node Ú reaches all the other nodes through its only incident link to Ù («1). Ù reaches optimally Ú through Ù Ú and all the other nodes through the same links as before applying «´Ù Úµ («2). Finally, at the remaining nodes all the shortest paths to Ú step by Ù, while all the others are the same as in («3). Therefore, the new table structures represent all the shortest paths per source-destination pair and they trivially satisfy the structure properties of the Compact-Port model, plus the maximal containment property. 
The added node Ú reaches optimally any Û Ù through the port Ô´Ú Ú Þ µ if and only if Ù reaches optimally Û through the port Ô´Ú Ú Þ µ, while it reaches optimally Ù through all its incident links (¬1). Node Ù reaches optimally Ú through all its incident links and all the other nodes through the same links as before (¬2). If a node Û adjacent to Ù reaches optimally Þ Ù through Ô´Û Û Ù µ, after ¬´Ù Úµ it reaches optimally Þ also through Ô´Û Û Ú µ (¬3). Notice here that ¬3 explicitly exploits the maximal containment property, since if link Û Ù is on a shortest path to a node Þ Ù, then any entry´È µ of SRT´Ûµ in which Þ ¾ is such that Ù ¾ , since ÈÓÖØ Û´Ù µ Ô´Û Û Ù µ ÈÓÖØ Û´Þ µ, and thus´È µ is always updated as´È Ô´Û Û Ú µ Ú µ so that all the shortest paths are represented. 
The situation here is analogous to ¬, with the only difference that now Ù and Ú reach optimally each other through the incident link Ù Ú (1 and 2).
It remains to consider the labeling of ports and nodes. By Lemma 4.1, at every node any two port subsets are either disjoint or one includes the other, thus all port subsets can be encoded using only one interval. In fact, it is possible to assign an interval of labels to each of the largest (disjoint) port subsets and then recursively, for every such a port subset, proceed to label the contained port subsets with labels in the assigned interval. Whenever a port subset of cardinality equal to ½ is reached, then the contained port is labeled with the only label in the interval assigned to that subset. Notice that at Ù every port Ô´Ù Ù Ú µ is labeled, because Ô´Ù Ù Ú µ ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ occurs in one entry of the table structure.
Concerning the node labeling, it is sufficient to observe that all the modified destination subsets in the new structures are either equal to all the nodes except one (Î or Î ¼ Ò Ù ) or they are obtained by inserting Ú in a subset already containing Ù or they are just equal to Ú . Then, if in ¼ we maintain the node labeling of the´½ ½µ-CPS for and insert the label Ð´Úµ of the new node Ú adjacent (in the circular ordering) to Ð´Ùµ, one (circular) interval is still enough to encode every destination subset. The theorem follows by observing that by Corollary 4.1 at every node of degree the number of table entries is at most ¾ ½.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced the Compact-Port and Intersection Routing models, which recover a more natural vision of full shortest path information schemes that was lost in the previous extensions of the single shortest paths models. Namely, each table represents the proper routing information associating to every entry a subset of ports (instead of just one) and a subset of nodes.
The Compact-Port model allows a considerable saving of space when in the graph at each node many destinations are reachable optimally through the same ports. On the contrary, when this property is not satisfied, it is still possible that the previous routing schemes yield a lower occupancy. The worst example from this point of view is the hypercube, since each node is reachable optimally through a different subset of ports. Therefore, in every Compact-Port Scheme table structures need Ò ½ different port subsets (the maximum possible, one per destination node), each with a corresponding destination subset of just one node. As a consequence, ÔÓÖØ ´ÐÓ Òµ ¾, ÒÓ ½ and Ò ½, hence requiring an order of Ò ÐÓ Ò ÐÓ ÐÓ Ò bits per node. However, even if this is an extremally bad case for Compact-Port Schemes, the saving due to Interval Routing is low, as full shortest path information -IRS require ¼ Ò ÐÓ Ò intervals per port [12] , i.e. about Ò ÐÓ Ò bits.
A last issue not yet considered in the paper is the time complexity of constructing a Compact-Port Scheme with minimum occupancy. Even if we do not put an explicit claim, as one can expect this problem is in general computationally hard. In fact, it is NP-Hard even the problem of minimizing, at each node, the number of intervals to code the port subsets (recall that this labeling is local and independent of the labeling of the destinations and their ports). This can be shown by observing that it is possible to associate a boolean matrix Å Ù to any Ù such that any row represents a port and any column a destination node.
Å Ù Ô Ú℄ is equal to ½ if and only if Ú ¾ ×Ø Ù´Ô µ, i.e. if the link associated to Ô belongs to a shortest path to Ú. Then, in a similar way as for the matrix of Theorem 3.1, every labeling of the ports corresponds to a row permutation of Å Ù and vice versa. Moreover, the number of blocks of the column associated to Ú in Å Ù according to a specific row permutation is equal to the number of intervals needed in the corresponding labeling to represent the port subset ÈÓÖØ Ù´Ú µ associated to an entry of the table. Given any boolean matrix Å, deciding if there is a permutation in Å such that the number of blocks per column is at most equal to a given is NP-complete [21, 13] , even for ¾. The result then follows by observing that for every Å it is possible to construct a graph with a node Ù such that Å Ù Å. Concerning the Intersection model, similarly as for Compact-Port a significant saving of space is obtained when in the graph at each node many destinations are reachable optimally through the same ports. However, the consideration for hypercubes or analogous networks clearly does not apply, as the Intersection model is an extension that properly contains the previous schemes and thus cannot yield worse memory occupation. The NP-hardness of the construction of low space schemes derives directly from the results in [13] , where it is shown that the problem of deciding the existence of -IRS in graphs having a single shortest path for each source-destination pair is NP-complete. In fact, the Intersection model in such graphs coincides with the Interval one, as no port compression is allowed and thus all port subsets have cardinality equal to one.
